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Today, we are used to the idea of 
observable galaxies being the `tip of 
the iceberg’ within huge dark halos 



We also know about the merging CDM hierarchy. Semi-analytic models work 
with merger trees, either from expensive N-body simulations, or inexpensive 
Press-Schechter codes.

Benedikt Diemer (U. Maryland)







NFW 1990s

Aquarius project: 
different resolutions

Milky Way halo 
analogue



NFW is an important step. The expectation was that halos were 
self-similiar on all scales. This created an industry of `rotation 
curve’ fitting in galaxies, e.g. minimum vs. maximum discs.

Kalnajs 1983: the substantial wiggles argue for baryons being important



So we know a great deal about CDM evolution across the full 
self-similar hierarchy, assuming it’s not fuzzy or decaying. 

That does not mean we know much about galaxy formation 
& evolution.

DM drives structure formation, but baryons introduce 
orders of magnitude more complexity, which we must truly 
understand to get to galaxies (and stars!).



In the near field, we have long known 
that baryons dominate at the centre –
not DM. How far back does this go ?



How dynamically dominant are the baryons?

This is an important factor for how discs evolve in cosmic time.

Another crucial factor is the gas fraction. 



fbary = 50-65%    fDM = 50-35%

Ro = 8.2 kpc

Rd = 2.6 kpc
fdisk = 50%
fgas = 10-20%

∑bary = 3 x 108 M⊙kpc-2 JBH & OG 2016, ARAA

2.2 R
d = 6 kpc

Milky Way 
baryon/dark 
matter profile



So when did galaxy discs first emerge ?

When did baryon discs first dominate over dark matter ?
How ancient is this signature ?



Near-field galaxies degraded to 
expected HUDF in rest frame B.

Just nine years ago, we thought that most 
discs appeared after z ~ 1, and simulators 
made sure that this was the case!



But there is a case for earlier discs, both from 
observations and a select few simulations.



These authors targetted z=1-5 sub-mm sources, i.e. massive galaxies 
with high star formation rates. These were found to be disc-like, and 
subsequently well-ordered rotators, even with the blobby appearance.

2016, 2019

Some ALMA `discs’ are now claimed up to z ~ 9 (Inoue et al 2023).



2009, 2011

This beautiful work showing cool flows (in blue) was the first to run 
AMR hydrodynamics to z ~ 0. They predicted z ~ 3 discs.



2022

In view of ALMA discs, their follow-up papers argue for gas discs 
with ordered rotation, moderate gas dispersion, by z~6. See also 
the latest FIRE paper by Gurvich et al (2022).



So what are we learning ?

Early discs exist and may even be widespread.

Baryons got in early and maybe even dominated the centres 
of massive forming galaxies from the start.

What does JWST have to say ?



Disc-like galaxies 

60% @ z ~ 3-6
30% @ z ~ 6-9

(also ALMA results)

Milky Way progenitor

Targets: CANDELS survey

see also:   Ferreira et al 2022, next slide.



HST imaging surveys got this wrong! – the Universe likes to 
make discs, and got started at early times.

Ferreira et al 2022: what I like about this paper is one of the key authors is Chris Conselice 
who was responsible for the HST measurements. Bravo - this is good science !

EPOCHS team targetting CEERS and SMACS fields



Results same for low/high mass

Ferreira et al 2022 EPOCHS team targetting CEERS and SMACS fields



Dominant discs are very responsive to 
internal or external perturbations.

This is an important factor in how discs evolve in cosmic time. Bars, 
spiral arms, etc. are a direct consequence.

ALMA & IFS kinematics are challenging. We can look for stellar or gas 
bars to argue for baryon domination independent of kinematics.

Here we focus on internally triggered bars (smaller parameter space) but we believe the same result 
holds true for merger-triggered bars.



Price et al 2021

Massive disc galaxies.

This is a correlation with 
baryon surface density, not
with total baryon mass.

Note MW sits on relation.
⊕



This was the motivation for our recent paper.  We make strong predictions based on 
Price et al (2021) about bars being common out to z ~ 5, depending on the disc 
formation epoch. It could be earlier still.



fD = 0.4

fD = 0.6

AGAMA/RAMSES N-body



Fourier modes taken 
from Renaud+ 2013

A widespread N-body 
definition is A2 = 0.2 for 
the bar formation time, 
e.g. Fujii et al 2018.



Our models all give same 
trend for a wide range of 
resolutions (N ~ 106.5-8.5), 
different halo mass, with & 
without gas (0-20%).

The “Fujii plot” has never 
been done for high gas mass 
fraction – results on the way.

We confirm that 
fdisk = 0.3 sets the 
limit where a bar 
forms within a 
Hubble time.

We challenge cosmological N-body 
simulators to reproduce this plot to 
test “credibility” of their bars.



Swing amplification is an exponentially positive feedback loop (Goldreich & DLB 1965; Julian & Toomre 1966)

When we plot exponential bar formation time vs. disc mass fraction, we recover the Fujii relation, 
but with a secondary dependence on halo mass and gas fraction.

We fit an exponential to 
Am(t) for the first time. 
This is more physical 
than an arbitrary value.



To date, we find turbulent gas with fgas =10-20% has low impact. 

We need to investigate fgas > 50% 
in detail where the effects of 
massive clouds and turbulence 
may be stronger, but just how ?



So are there bars beyond z~1 ?

Absolutely, and they are spectacular in rest-frame K band.



6 barred discs found 
across 4 x 2.2’ CEERS 
fields. More to come, 
mostly at lower SFR. 
Rest frame IR crucial.

Except for elevated SFR, much like MW’s baryon mass and bar size today.



Rest frame near-infrared light (JWST F444W filter, CEERS survey)



So what about those high SF rates, indicating 
high gas fractions, high levels of turbulence?

Historically, it’s not at all clear if these help or hinder bar 
formation, spiral arms, etc.



The physics may 
be different in 
high accretion, 
high dispersion 
early discs? 

At high gas fraction, disc evolution unfolds differently with 
cooling ISM (C1) vs. stabilized ISM (S1) – Bournaud+ 2018.

We suspect that high disc mass fraction is important, but high 
gas mass fraction is equally or more important ?



Milky Way surrogate

AGAMA/N-body, RAMSES/AMR, 
star formation, turbulence.

10-20% gas fraction, SFR = 1.5-3 M⊙/yr
energy injection reaches dynamical 
equilm. with turbulent pressure support.

Fensch et al 2023

cloud spectrum
matches MW

fgas = 65%fgas = 10%

fdisk = 50%

stars

new 
stars

gas



We fully anticipate 
metal-enriched young 
blue bars, and gas bars 
at the highest redshifts.



We expect that 50% of disc galaxies will 
have bars before z = 1, if the Price sample 
is representative. A significant fraction of 
these will have young, blue bars. Some 
may even have ALMA gas bars!

PUNCHLINE

Price sample

ALMA strongly implies this 

region will be populated. 

Many of these may be blue 

bars or gas bars !



JBH et al (2023)

For the specialist, a 
note in passing.



PUNCHLINE

You don’t need to believe in disc kinematics to infer 
baryon domination at high redshift – look for the bars.

The full 10-field galaxy survey from the JWST teams 
will be announced in July, but nobody is talking !


